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Forum knowledgebase search
Searched for: AGILITY50 cap 13 (ruota freno sospens post).pdf, Found: 100 lines
	Subject	Text
	Where can I buy a 2.2 uf 50V polarized Cap	Depends where you live. Maplin Electonics, R.S Components, Tandy. Radio shack etc. or search capacit
	found a swollen cap.	Ok Got the next swollen cap, C520, a 10000mf 16v cap on the main board.
That cap gets AC from the
	












	Need Cap Values: Mitsubishi CS-35301 36" TV	I have a Mitsubishi 36" TV with the infamous bad capacitor problem, and two capacitors on the main p
	Where can I buy a 2.2 uf 50V polarized Cap	Hi I need to find a place to buy thease. Thanks! My email is [email protected]
		Update - requerst for help :-)
K, after poking around and checking all the fuses, ps etc, I attac
	Orion Tv1333 no power up, squeals	Ok , i guess i could use some help in knowing i am looking at the right transistor ( I am a Pc repai
		So a cap meter will give you a value but doesn't mean the caps good. 1uf = 1mf but if dry, could be 
	50MP1	Hello Stiff,
Yes these are 100% fixable, each fault plasma will require 2 SMD capacitors removing
	Sony KV-35v65 hv short	Many people distribute a parts kit for this model of television. It
includes a dual power supply t
		REPLACE TRIMMER CT301? WITH 15PF 50V CAP FOR LASTING CURE
	Lines on top	I have vertical lines on the top of my screen and the picture is about a inch below the top,I beleiv
	re; width problem	Dietrich, this ones a little harder, check solder connections in and around the horizontal output tr
		Also, more obviously, if you have at least one bad PSU cap, then others could be on the way out. If 
	Sony KVC29-13D Scrolling Lines	Try again!!!
The above TV which has chassis AE1B is scrolling thin horizontal lines.
Just wonderi
	TV Shutdown	I think that you have an electrolytic capicitor that is drying out. Look at the main filter cap. or 
	Hitachi 50fx30b	Just wanted to let you know that we got the set working. Contacted Hitachi repairman and was told i
	Problem Fixed	Minnie you there?
I seem to have fixed the problem I downloaded the drawings you have for this Te
	












		[quote:42329c1322="jts1957"][quote:42329c1322="gdaelen"]i am looking for [b:42329c1322][i:42329c1322
	Behringer PMH880s	Hi,this unit came in with a blown high voltage ceramic disc cap blown on the primary side of the smp
	Thomson W322BS F19 chassis recurring problem	Previously C71, the S-correction cap, had been blown to smithereens. No other component was found to
		Replace all three cap the one 300 ohm resistor and the vertical IC still has a horizontal claps.
N
		hi there thanks for your reply, i changed that cap and also adjusted the a1 as per service manual wi
	Re: power problems on a sony kp-41ds1u	[quote:6df13950be="kash_2005"]hi there
i have a sony rear projection tv kp-41ds1u with a power fa
	Re: 50MP1	Thanks Dooney for your help. Here are some pictures of the NEC 50MP1. I hope you can make sense of
		Hi!
Sorry, I'm from Hungary, and my English is very bad.
Unfortunetly I have the same problem. M
	Looking for Pioneer VSX-D307 Receiver Service Manual	I'm looking for a service manual (or at least a schematic) for my Pioneer VSX-D307 Receiver.
Anyo
		CHECK C701, THE POLARITY MARKED ON THE BOARD IS SOMETIMES INCORRECT, THE POSITIVE LEG OF THE CAP SHO
	@Larry	Larry, thanks for the remark. I will check the connections of the ON4409 (horizontal output driver) 
	Re: Sony KP-53S25	[quote:6032306a99="mccastlej"]I have a sony KP-53S25 that only stays in standby, and will not power 
	Re: Basic questions about TV	[quote:27cda00d7c="Rouslan N."]I am repairing a TV for the first time and have no experience\knowled
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